[Particular aspects of treatment in diabetic eye cataract].
The knowing of the ocular consequences of diabetes is essential for the evaluation of the risk factors for the cataract surgery. The clinical study was made on a total number of 19 diabetic patients (3 with insulin dependent diabetes and the rest with noninsulin dependent diabetes), which were operated for cataract from september 2001 till march 2002. Preoperatory preparation presumed a good metabolic control of diabetes and a very carefully examination of the retina. The surgical technique was the extracapsular cataract extraction, followed by the implantation of a posterior chamber IOL, respectively phacoemulsification with the implantation of a foldable lens. The presence of a proliferative diabetic retinopathy, of a rubeosis iridis, of the neovascularization of the angle, or the preexistence of the vitreoretinal surgery (vitrectomy) were the main factors which dictated the anatomical and functional postoperatory prognosis. In conclusion, evenly the diabetic patient is a highly risk patient, the adequate preoperator preparation, the right treatment and a carefully follow-up could assure the success of the surgery in those cases.